TokenStars September Report:
The Road Is Made By Walking
At the beginning of autumn, the TokenStars team built upon the
success of previous results and continued development of all
directions evenly. Here is the detailed information of what was done
in September:

● New item in the E-commerce
● Two poker tournaments
● US Open in the Predictions

● New articles on Medium

New item in the E-commerce
In November 2019 we launched the “E-Commerce” Module. In this
module, all ACE and TEAM holders can purchase exclusive or rare
items from TokenStars and our players. Unlike “Auction Module”,
users know the exact amount of tokens they need to spend to
receive the desired item from their favorites

In September we added an authentic T-shirt from Yuri Bavin to our
online shop. Yuri Bavin is a Russian football player who plays as a
defensive midfielder for FC Rotor Volgograd on loan from FC Ural
Yekaterinburg.

We put his Ural T-shirt worn during the Russian Premier League
season 19/20 on sale. You may reserve this item right now in the
E-commerce module.

Yuri Bavin donates his Ural T-shirt

Two poker tournaments
Several times a year we hold tournaments for everyone, where you
can compete with other members of the TokenStars community and
even get a share of the prize pool.

The tournament format is No-Limit Holdem with 9 players per
table max. The prize pool in TEAM tokens, prizes are transferred to

your wallet after the tournament. The tournament is held on
Pokerstars.com in the home games poker club for play money chips
(you must have at least 20,000 chips to participate)

Top 20% places are paid, the exact distribution of the prize places
depends on the number of registered players and is announced 24
hours before the tournament.

We have already held ten tournaments and raffled off more than
150 thousand TEAM tokens. Don’t forget to register for the new
tournament in the Bounty section: https://tokenstars.com/bounty

US Open in the Predictions
The predictions module allows users to make daily sports
predictions and get token rewards. The contests increase token
demand, attract new users to the community, and help to gather
valuable data for development in growing industries, like betting
and talent assessment.

In September we chose the US Open. This is one of the four Grand
Slam tournaments, currently held in New York on the courts of the
local National Tennis Center. We congratulate Emma Radukanu
and Daniil Medvedev on their first career victories in Grand Slam
tournaments. It’s also time to share the results of our prediction
competition.

Distribution of tokens:
● First place — 3800 TEAM
● Second place — 2550 TEAM
● Third place — 1750 TEAM
● Fourth place — 1150 TEAM
● Fifth place — 750 TEAM

New articles on Medium
In addition to monthly reports, we publish articles on sports,
marketing, crypto technologies, and everything that lies at the
intersection of these areas. In September, we tried to answer the
following questions:

● Is there any difference between marketing of sport and
marketing through sport?
● Why do football clubs issue their cryptocurrency?

For more information: Follow the project’s social media
channels on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram,
Medium, or take a look at our videos on YouTube.

